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Algorithms-I (CS21003) Mid-Semester [ Maximum Marks: 60 ] Spring Semester, 2019-2020

Date: 20-Feb-2020 (DAY) || Time: 09:00am – 11:00am || Venue: NR – 111/112/323/324/423/424

Instructions:

• Answer AS MANY questions as you can. The Maximum Marks that you can obtain in 60.

• Write your answers in proper places mentioned in the question paper itself. If you need additional

space to complete the answer, please use the blank pages provided at the end of this booklet.

• There are 5 questions in total, each having different total marks. Some questions have multiple parts.

• Be brief and precise. If you use any algorithm / result / formula covered in class, please mention it

and do not elaborate / derive.

• Do not use plain English to write / express steps of your algorithm. Write readable pseudocodes (or

precise formulations of the solution). If it is necessary, justify the steps of your pseudocode in English.

Questions start from the next page.



Q1. Let f (n),g(n),r(n),s(n) be non-negative asymptotic functions. If f (n) = O(r(n)) and g(n) = O(s(n)),
then prove or disprove whether the following always holds: [Marks: 4 × 3 = 12]

(a) f (n)+g(n) = O(r(n)+ s(n))
(b) f (n)−g(n) = O(r(n)− s(n))
(c) f (n)×g(n) = O(r(n)× s(n))
(d) f (n)÷g(n) = O(r(n)÷ s(n))

Solution:
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Q2. A recursive algorithm gives rise to the following recurrence relation:

T (n) =

{

b, if n = 1

T (n
3
)+T(2n

3
)+ cn, if n > 1

(assume, b and c are constants)

Solve the recurrence and deduce the running time T (n) in asymptotic Θ-notation. Please note that, you

must prove both ends to derive the asymptotic Θ-bound. [Marks: 8]

Solution:
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Q3. An inversion of an array A[1..n] of n distinct integer elements is a pair 〈i, j〉 such that i < j and

A[i] > A[ j]. Your task is to determine the number of inversions present in an array. For example,

the array A[1..8] = {4,8,9,3,7,6,2,5} has a total of 18 inversions. In particular, the element-pair 〈1,4〉
(since A[1] = 4 and A[4] = 3, so 1 < 4 but A[1] = 4 > 3 = A[4]) presents one such inversion in A[1..8].

Answer the following three parts: [Marks: (4+2) + (7+2) + 3 = 18]

(i) Design an algorithm to solve the problem which runs in Θ(n2)-time. Also, deduce the given

time-complexity from your algorithm.

(ii) Design an efficient algorithm to solve the same problem and deduce the time-complexity of your

newly proposed algorithm. [Hint: O(n log2 n)-time is achievable.]

(iii) Clearly show the working steps of your proposed O(n log2 n)-time algorithm (above) in the

following example with eight elements, A[8] = {4,8,9,3,7,6,2,5}.

Solution-(i):
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Solution-(ii):
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Solution-(iii):
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Q4. Suppose you are given a set, S = {a1,a2, . . . ,an}, of tasks, where task ai requires pi units of processing

time to complete, once it has started. You have one computer on which to run these tasks, and the

computer can run only one task at a time. Let ci be the completion time of task ai, that is, the time at

which task ai completes processing. Your goal is to minimize the average completion time, that is, to

minimize 1
n ∑

n
i=1 ci. For example, suppose there are two tasks, a1 and a2 with p1 = 5 and p2 = 3, and

consider the schedule in which a1 runs first, followed by a2. Then, c1 = 5 and c2 = 8, and the average

completion time is
(5+8)

2
= 6.5 units. Whereas, if we schedule a2 first, followed by a1. Then, c2 = 3

and c1 = 8, and the average completion time is
(3+8)

2
= 5.5 units.

Answer the following two parts: [Marks: (3+1) + 4 = 8]

(i) Give an algorithm that schedules the tasks so as to minimize the average completion time. Each

task must run non-preemptively, that is, once task ai is started, it must run continuously for pi

units of time. Also, state the running time of your algorithm in Big-O notation.

(ii) Prove the optimality of your algorithm, that is, it minimizes the average completion time.

Solution-(i):

Solution-(ii):
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Q5. Given two strings, X = [x1x2 . . .xn] (having length n) and Y = [y1y2 . . .ym] (having length m), the shortest

common supersequence (SCS) is a minimum length string Z such that both X and Y are subsequences

of Z. For example, if X = [abcbdab] (length 7) and Y = [bdcaba] (length 6), a SCS is Z = [abcbdcaba]
(length 9). Your task is to find out the length of the SCS from two input strings of length n and m.

Answer the following five parts: [Marks: 3 + (2 + 3) + 4 + (4 + 4) + 4 = 24]

(i) Provide a recursive definition to compute the length of the SCS as given in the problem statement.

(ii) Develop a recursive algorithm translating the above definition, without declaring additional space.

Also, derive the time-complexity of your algorithm in asymptotic Big-O notation.

(iii) Improve this top-down recursive algorithm with the help of Memoization (using additional space).

(iv) Now, propose an iterative (bottom-up) algorithm for the same problem. Also, provide the time

and space complexity of your algorithm in asymptotic Big-O notation (give tight bounds).

(v) Clearly show the working steps of your proposed iterative bottom-up algorithm (above) in the

given example strings, X = [abcbdab] and Y = [bdcaba].

Solution-(i):

Solution-(ii):
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Solution-(iii):

Solution-(iv):
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Solution-(v):
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